The general picture that emerged from these studies was that high cyclic nucleotide levels favor attraction, Semaphorins signal through Plexin receptors to mediwhile low levels favor repulsion. Moreover, response ate a range of predominantly repulsive effects on axons conversion for some guidance cues is dependent on in the developing nervous system. Semaphorin-directed cAMP levels and extracellular calcium, while response repulsive turning responses of cultured Xenopus neuconversion for a nonoverlapping set of guidance cues is rons can be converted to attraction by manipulating dependent on cGMP levels and is calcium independent. cyclic nucleotide signaling pathways. cAMP-and cGMPThere were a number of early hints that the story was dependent response conversions are observed for not as simple as this; for example, cGMP-dependent many families of guidance cues, but a direct molecular switching of Semaphorin repulsion into attraction was link between guidance receptors and cyclic nucleo- 
Of particular interest will be determining how (e.g., axons growing through a channel surrounded by repellants), PlexA-associated PKA would remain inaccAMP and cGMP pathways are coordinated in vivo and how the effects of cGMP signaling are spatially contive; selective activation of PKA later in the axon's trajectory could then shut off repulsion, allowing axons to trolled. Are there GKAPs lurking undetected on guidance receptors, or could spatial control be conferred through change their behavior. Alternatively, as is likely the case during ISN/ISNb motor axon guidance, PlexA-associcomplexes between guidance receptors and receptor guanylyl cyclases? Given the complexity of wiring the ated PKA could function constitutively to dampen repulsion, with transient repression of PKA inhibition, or the nervous system, the answer to the question "do cyclic nucleotides change the sign or modulate the strength influence of an independent signal (e.g., at a defasciculation choice point) leading to a precisely localized burst of axon guidance responses?" will undoubtedly prove to be "both." of repulsion (Figure 3) . After axon divergence at specific ISNb choice points, Nervy tethered PKA would be ideally
